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WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING...TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE 1L RECRUIT
By: Canons of Construction
We have another issue solely on the 1L recruit soon, but for those of you who
haven’t read it, here’s another attempt at getting some info in front of you re: what
to expect.
So—you’re staring down the 1L recruit. Let’s do this.
For your convenience, we’ve divided our wisdom into a wide range of categorized,
roughly chronological topics. Look through the headings to see what you want to
read/hear/know about most. We’re focusing on the Alberta recruit for the purposes of
this article, but the same general advice follows for similar recruits elsewhere in Canada.

Whether or not to participate:
Before we get into all the nitty-gritty of
the actual recruit, you might be
wondering
whether
you
should
participate at all in the first place.
Frankly, here’s the skinny: 1L jobs are
hard to get. There aren’t very many of
them, and far from every firm in
Edmonton and Calgary participates in
them. It takes around a week to go
through the entire recruit process, and
it can be exhausting. It takes up your
Reading Week and will probably stress
you out.
So why do people want 1L jobs?
Because they allow you to spend a
summer in a real law firm, taking
assignments from real lawyers and
helping you figure out what kind of law
you want to practice (these positions
often also pay pretty well).
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Most summer jobs can also lead to
future articling positions, with many 1L
students receiving articling offers at the
end of their summer position. Getting
an articling position if you want to
practice law in the future is a perennial
stressor, so frankly, this is a big
motivator.
That said, you don’t have to participate.
You don’t need a 1L or 2L job to get an
articling position, and plus, only outright
large or pretty large mid-size firms
participate in these “formal” recruits. If
you want to work in, say, a small or
boutique law firm, then maybe none of
the firms in the recruit appeal to you in
the first place! Conversely, maybe
you’re super excited to work in a big
international firm and get your feet wet
writing memos and seeing the practice
of law up close and the recruit sounds
fun. It’s a completely personal choice
and both are valid.
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But if you’re really on the fence, here’s
a general breakdown of some (not all!)
of the reasons why you maybe should
or maybe should not participate.
There are about a billion and one
reasons for every person, but these
are a sampling of a few common
considerations.

Those last ones are kind of funny, but
true. Ultimately, if you want to do the
recruit, do it, and don’t let midterm
grades, your own perceived lack of
resume experience, or any other
insecurities you have hold you back
from throwing your proverbial hat in
the ring. On the other hand, if you
know in your heart of hearts that you’d
rather just not go through with the
application and potential interview
process, then don’t let other people’s
expectations, anything you hear about
what you “should” do, or any fears you
may have that you’re not doing the
“right” thing pressure you into it. It’s
really not a life and death scenario by
any stretch of the imagination.

Offers will be made at 5:00 PM on
February 25, 2021, which is informally
known as “Call Day.”
You submit your initial applications on
viPortal, which is basically a law firm
application website. In your initial
application,
you’ll
include
your
resume, cover letter, midterm grades,
unofficial transcripts, and potentially a
list of upper-year courses you’re
planning to take if the firm you’re
applying to asks for that. After you’ve
submitted your application, firms will
call (or sometimes email) if they want
to schedule an interview. Many firms
look at applications on a rolling
(meaning as-received) basis, but
some wait until the application period
has closed to make their calls. In the 1L
recruit you make your own interview
schedule, meaning you have to ask
firms which slots are available and see
where you can fit them in. Then you
go through your interviews as
scheduled (plus any additional social
events you’ve been invited to) and
wait to see your results at 5:00 PM on
Call Day.

How the recruit works (generally):
As an overview, applications for the 1L
recruit are typically due at the end of
January, which gives the firms a few
weeks to look through applications
before interview week, which this year
runs between February 22 and
February 25.

Canons of Construction
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Résumé:

The important thing here is to just get
on it. Start finessing your resume right
now if you haven’t already and book
appointments with Career Services
before they’re all taken up. Once
you’ve had a few pairs of eyes look it
over, it’ll be good to go.

Cover letter:
You probably should have some kind
of draft already in the works for regular
job purposes, but there are a few
quirks for law firm resumes that you
should be aware of, like the inclusion
of personal interests at the bottom of
the document, cutting out fancy
descriptors (which actually contrasts
really starkly to résumés in most other
industries), and including certain
experiences that you might have
thought was irrelevant (like retail
experience from five years ago). The
best people to see about this are Pat
and Laura in the Career Services
Office—they’ll comb through your
resume and see if you’ve made any
spelling errors, let you know if your
formatting is totally wack, and tell you
whether or not your bullets are
incomprehensible.
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Same deal, essentially. There’s not a
whole lot about anything in this world
that we’d be comfortable holding out
as a universal truth, but the one thing
we are fine with saying is this: you
should be workshopping your cover
letters right now if you want to apply
for the 1L recruit and not feel intense
stress over potentially submitting
something with a random typo or
addressed to the wrong firm.
That said, you shouldn’t be too crazy
concerned over writing these—you
know what to do. And if you need
help writing, editing, or otherwise
getting these things into shape, you
know who to call. (Yes, Career
Services. Yes. Yeeeees.)
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Deciding where to apply :
Of course, your workload will increase
exponentially if you want to write 20
cover letters versus two. You can
often switch out firm names and
addresses and call it a day, but a
general word of advice that can end
up being helpful is that you should
probably spend some time looking
into each firm you want to apply to
and see if you’d actually like to work
there. You don’t have to be an expert
in the firm and the kind of work the
lawyers there do and how many days
their annual ski trip is, but you should
have a general idea of the firm’s work
and what distinguishes it from other
firms. Consider: why do people want
to work at this firm?
It can be helpful to ask current articling
students at these firms what their
opinions
are,
since
oftentimes
websites can look similar to one
another and you won’t always have
spoken to a firm representative at a
networking event for every firm. If you
want to do that, again: get on it ASAP!
Time really slips away from you quickly
in this last month before the portal
closes.
I

Applying on viPortal:
When you get into the portal and
submit your applications (which is a
pretty straightforward process that
Career Services will also tell you plenty
about if they haven’t already), firms
might
start
calling
you
back
immediately. We’re talking within 1015 minutes of you submitting your
application in some cases. This is
because recruiters try to lock down
applicants as early as they can to
make sure they can get interview slots
with the students they’d like to meet.
Since most people apply to more than
one firm and there’s only 24 hours in a
day, that can mean quick calls back.
That said, some firms take their time
more than others, so don’t freak out if
you haven’t gotten a call or an email
request for an interview right away. A
lot of the recruit is about being patient,
so exercise that muscle and have faith
in the process and in yourself.

Canons of Construction
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Scheduling interviews:
Like we said earlier, you have to
schedule your own interviews, so this
involves some balancing on your end.
Keep in mind who you’d like to
interview with and when, and keep a
spreadsheet or some other method of
tracking going to keep all your
interviews straight in your head.
Traditionally, firms often also do inperson mixers and dinners to
accompany their interviews, but that
likely won’t be happening this year
because,
well,
COVID.
Unless
something changes. I mean, fingers
crossed.
That said, last year, firms replaced
regular in-person events with online
counterparts: group candidate Zoom
mixers, lots of one-on-one meetings in
place of typical in-person coffees, and
more. The same will likely happen
again this year, so keep that in mind
for scheduling. You can only attend so
many dinners/mixers/social events in
one day, whether they’re online or in
person, so it’s a great challenge for
testing your scheduling skills.

Prepping for interviews and other
meetings:
You’ve probably done job interviews
before, but most law firm interviews
aren’t exactly like interviews in other
industries. They’re often described as
“conversational”—meaning they are
literally conversations. While some
firms do the standard they-ask-aquestion-and-then-you-answer
format, most just ask casual questions
about things that may or may not be
on your resume. There likely won’t be
many questions like “Tell us about a
time you worked with a team,” or
“What are your strengths and
weaknesses?” Instead, you can expect
questions
about
your
personal
interests, why you’re choosing to
apply in a different locale than the one
you live in (if you end up doing that),
and which areas of law you’re
interested in. You’ll see exactly what
we mean if you choose to do mock
interviews.
And on that note...

Canons of Construction
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Mock interviews:

Giving “first choice”:

Do them. Even if you come out feeling
like they’re easy and like you didn’t
really “learn” much, the experience will
have helped you do a dry run of what
the real thing will be like. You’ll
subconsciously feel more prepared
and hopefully more confident about
the process.

You might hear about giving “first
choice” during the recruit. That’s
basically slang for “telling a firm they’re
your number one choice.” You can do
that however you’d like, but a brief
survey seems to tell us that email is the
most common way.

Following up:
It’s good practice to follow up after
each interview you have thanking the
interviewers and, if you really love the
firm and want to learn more
about/meet
more
people
from/express continued interest in that
firm, to let them know all those things.
Don’t hold it back if you know you
love a firm—feel free to say so!
Hopefully they feel the same about
you, and if they do, you’ll know
(because they’ll set up more meetings
and ways to see you!). And regardless
of how you feel about a firm—let’s say
you come out of an interview feeling
sort of cool about a given firm—it’s still
polite and courteous to follow up. So
you should do it.
It’s a personal preference thing about
how many times you want to follow
up after every subsequent meeting,
but the person writing this part of the
guide did it after every single meeting
and it seemed to be well received. It’s
kind of like this: you want to be polite,
and it’s better to have the best
manners you can rather than regret
not sending an email or something
later.
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What do you say in a first choice
email? Something to the effect of “You
are my first choice,” or “This firm is my
first choice” or...you get the picture.
Just use the magic words of “first
choice.”
You do not have to give first choice,
but many people choose to. It’s
probably the strongest indicator you
could possibly give to your absolute
favourite firm to show that if they gave
you an offer, you would immediately
accept. By the end of the week many
people know which firm is in their
minds, so they give first choice. But if
you aren’t sure, you absolutely do not
have to give it out.
Now, some words of warning. Do not,
we repeat, DO NOT first choice to
more than one firm, and do not give it
right after the first interview with a firm.
You need more time than that to
figure out if you like them, and they
need more time than that to figure out
if they like you. And if you give first
choice to more than one firm, they will
all find out and it will reflect extremely
poorly on you. DON’T DO IT.
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Call Day:
You made it!!! After all the stress and emails and meetings, you’ve maybe even sent
your first choice and gotten through to Call Day.
If you haven’t sent first choice by now and want to, do it well before firms start making
calls. If you’re opting not to do that kind of thing, keep yourself busy (unless you have
more events to go to) until 5:00 PM.
If your phone rings at or very soon after 5:00 PM, it means you’re getting an offer.
Congratulations!
If you don’t end up with a job offer, don’t let it get you down too much. Take as long as
you need to feel however you need to feel, but eventually, realize that your entire selfworth isn’t measured by your 1L recruit results. Tons of successful lawyers never got a 1L
job, a 2L job, or clerked, and in the end, it didn’t affect their career trajectory at all. It
sucks not to get an opportunity you worked to try and get, but like we said earlier: 1L
jobs are in short supply, and unfortunately not everyone can get one. And another
thing: the high quality of the candidates overall means that if you didn’t end up getting a
job, that does not mean you were or are a bad candidate. Someone else might just
have been a better fit this time around. That’s all. There are plenty more recruits, plenty
more jobs, and a lot more ahead on the long and winding journey of being in law.

Canons of Construction
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Miscellaneous tips:
And now for some closing miscellaneous remarks that didn’t fit into the other
categories:
Be organized. Remember those spreadsheets? They’ll come in handy for tracking everything.
You likely won’t have to account for travel time this year, but typically students will often have
to worry about the travel time between events and even between Edmonton and Calgary.
With all the follow-ups and potential dinners and other events, that can amount to a lot of
logistics. Regardless, you’ve gotta make sure you don’t miss any interviews or other events,
so keep on top of your timetable.
Be prepared. Have interview questions prepared, make sure you’ve researched the firms
you’re talking to, remember the names of the firm representatives you’re talking to, and make
sure all your interview formalwear is ready to go, even if you think you only need to have
your top half ready.
Take notes. If you have a lot of interviews, there’s a chance you’ll forget what distinguishes
each firm from each other. Take a few jot notes on your phone or something after each
meeting to remember anything you think might slip your mind later.
Decompress. Doing interviews all day can be exhausting even if you’re the most extroverted
person on the planet. Block off some time each night to debrief on the day with family,
friends, non-law or law people you know, and generally have a way of relaxing and
recharging throughout the week.
Take care of yourself. Our recommendation? Eat regularly, drink enough water, and sleep
enough. You’re going to need the energy.
Support each other. Recruits can feel isolating at the best of times if you get overwhelmed
by the hectic chaos of what is ultimately a very singular journey. Your mind can make you
worry about what signs you should look for, overanalyze email responses from firms, and
stress out over whether you should have expected another invitation from this or that firm.
The best way to feel less alone and combat all these anxieties (especially for a recruit during
this time) is to talk to people you trust about it, and maybe (or even especially) other people
you know who are going through the same process. It’s up to you, but some of us have really
leaned hard on fellow students/recruit participants for support during recruits. Others of us
did the whole thing alone, citing that talking about those kinds of things is actually a source of
anxiety. Whichever approach you choose, do what makes you feel more comfortable and at
ease.

With that: good luck. It’s a wild ride and no matter what the outcome is, you’ll learn a lot
about yourself, about the legal landscape of whichever locale you do the recruit in, and
have a great time. Keep on truckin’.

Canons of Construction
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THE BIDEN PRESIDENCY—WHERE THINGS STAND,
WHAT HAPPENED, AND FUTURE IMPLICATIONS
By: Illya Shcherba (3L) and Zachary Gee (3L)
Where Things Stand: 12 Months Post Trump Administration
The USA is subject to constant election cycles. Every two years, Americans vote
nationally for their House of Representatives candidates, while one-third of the seats in
the Senate are up for election. Some states also hold gubernatorial and state legislature
elections concurrently. Joe Biden became President on January 20th, 2021,
approximately a year ago. At that time, the Democratic Party won a slim majority in the
House and barely took control of the Senate. Just one year later, the Republicans and
Democrats are again actively campaigning to control the House and the Senate. Each
branch of government needs to approve a law to be effective, so losing control of
either the Senate or the House would be a major setback for the Biden administration.
Each set back makes it incredibly more difficult to pass high priority legislation. In such
an event, Biden would require support from the Republican party in either chamber for
any new law to pass. Given the polarization at all levels of government, bipartisan
cooperation is not likely.

It is extremely common for the party that
won the presidency to lose ground
during the next midterm election cycle.
Given this precedent, the Biden
administration and the Democratic Party
have their work cut out for them as they
try to maintain a majority in the Senate
and House. There are 435 electoral
house districts in total and House races
more or less mimic the popular vote.
Given that these elections occur
simultaneously, national political winds
and public perception of the parties hold
considerable sway for how Americans
will vote in house elections and will have
a huge but somewhat lesser influence in
Senate elections.

Based on various polling aggregations,
Joe Biden holds around 43% approval
with a 52% disapproval. In “generic ballot
polls,” pollsters ask Americans whether
they would vote for a generic
Republican or Democratic candidate
and results indicate that the national
mood seems quite volatile. Different
polling firms have very inconsistent
findings, indicating that the election is
too far away for an accurate picture of
where the parties will stand. Given that
Joe
Biden
is
currently
relatively
unpopular, and that the Democrats have
slim majorities in the Senate and House,
the Democratic Party will likely need to
start a defensive campaign to preserve
their majority status in government.

As it stands, the Democratic Party is not
faring that well in public opinion polls.
Joe Biden began his presidency with
around
53%
approval
and
36%
disapproval in national polls.

Canons of Construction
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It is hard to say with certainty exactly why
Biden’s approval numbers and the
Democratic Party are currently facing
trouble. However, in the last election, the
Senate, House, and Presidency were won
by a narrow margin and any future small
swings towards the Republican Party can
produce dramatically different realities for
governing. Policies backed by Joe Biden
have been generally popular, yet the
President and the Democratic Party have
not had the smoothest time governing.
The persistence of Covid-19, how troops
were pulled out of Afghanistan, recordsetting inflation numbers, and internal
divisions within the Democratic Party have
all contributed to Joe Biden’s higher
disapproval numbers and will likely
contribute to a difficult campaign for the
Democratic Party. However, if the
Democratic Party links a vote for the
Republicans as a vote for Trump, they
may find some success. The Democratic
Party will likely try to capitalize on the
public’s perception that they are best
suited for achieving better healthcare
policy objectives.

What happened: Build Back Better &
No Malarkey, BUT Congressional
Gridlock?
The moment Joe Biden took office
there
was
an
immediate
and
considerable shift in the tone coming
out of the White House. No more
alternative facts, tweeting at the TV,
making things up, suggestions to drink
bleach, obsessing over inauguration
crowd size, crazy conspiracy press
conferences by Rudy Giuliani, or
inciting a mob to storm the Capitol.
Given
that
the
predecessor
administration set the standard so low,
the early days of the Biden-Harris
administration exceeded expectations
by default. Surface level changes such
as new cabinet secretaries, rejoining of
the
Paris
Agreement,
shifts
in
messaging, and increased rollout of the
COVID-19 vaccines resulted in a good
start. The first one hundred days of the
Biden-Harris
administration
were
capped off by signing the American
Rescue Plan Act, which provided an
economic stimulus of 1.9 trillion dollars
after an easy ride through congress.
That was the first hundred days.
After the first hundred days, governing
for the long term gets difficult; and
there is, of course, a stark difference
between campaigning and governing.
Right now, both major parties are
divided, which makes congressional
and internal party compromise very
difficult. For the Democrats, the
moderate old guard is contending with
a new social-democratic left faction
wanting
free
college,
stronger
environmental protections, and tougher
wall street regulations.

Canons of Construction
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Moderate forces in the Republican party
have become almost non-existent; outshined by an angry, Q-Anon Trump
MAGA-loving mob that, for lack of better
words, wants to blow up the system and
mechanisms of government.
On November 15th, 2021, Joe Biden
signed into law the Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act, the largest
hard-infrastructure investment ever in
American history. The Act provides
funding to infrastructures such as roads
and bridges, power grids, rail services,
and broadband. The Act also contains
funding for flood & climate resilience,
public transportation, and environmental
remediation. Passage of the bill was
generally seen as a huge “win” for the
Biden administration as the Act received
bi-partisan support with 69 Senators
voting in favour of the bill and only 30
voting against it. This is the most
bipartisan bill American’s have seen since
2010.

The bill has divided progressives and
conservatives within the Democratic
Party; one side wanting to whittle down
the cost of the bill, and the wanting to
spend on objectives they view as
essential. Party infighting paints Joe
Biden as a president that can not control
the members of his own party when it is
needed. In order for the Build Back
Better Act to pass, every single
democratic
senator
must
vote
affirmatively. The bill may have been
dealt a fatal blow when Democratic
Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia
announced on Fox News that he would
not support the bill due to its massive
cost, current high inflation levels, and the
rising national debt.

The success of the Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act has not helped
President Biden and the Democratic
Party pass the related Build Back Better
Act. This Act is commonly referred to as a
sister bill, including a variety of “human
infrastructure,”
including
provisions
dealing with child care, home care,
climate
change,
etc.
Unlike
the
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act,
the Build Back Better Act requires tax
increases to pay for the bill’s provisions,
making it immediately more contentious.

Canons of Construction
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The Path Forward: The Road to the November 8th, 2022 Midterm Elections
There are a couple of races to pay attention to regarding the US Senate. In the Rust Belt,
current Republican-held seats in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania are up for contest. Both
states narrowly flipped back to the Democrats this last cycle, and will no doubt be a
titanic fight in 2022. The Democrats should be able to win two seats if Biden delivers on
his 2020 promises, and centrist candidates who appeal to blue-collar workers are
nominated. In Arizona and Georgia the Democrats are defending seats held by Mark
Kelly and Raphael Warnock, who were elected in special elections last cycle to fill the
remaining time left over from uncompleted terms. Republicans will no doubt try to win
these states back. Given the 50-50 tie in the Senate, expect tons of media attention and
large sums of campaign donations to be injected into these four states.
The 2022 midterm elections mark the beginning of the 2024 presidential election cycle,
just another example of constant campaigning in the US. Expect Republican hopefuls to
declare their candidacy beginning in March, 2023. The two years between the
midterms and 2024 will be a long, drawn-out campaign. Probably the biggest question
is if former president Donald Trump will run again. Trump has given hints he will, but if
he doesn’t, expect a crowded field of conspiracy theorists and hard-right Republicans
to run, their nomination process will be a contest of who can out trump Donald Trump.
No doubt, rough seas are ahead for United States politics.

Canons of Construction
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WHAT’S GOING ON WITH THE CALGARY ARENA DEAL?
By: Cailey Severson (3L)

On December 21, news broke that the Calgary Sports and Entertainment Corporation would
no longer be providing its portion of the funding for the City’s new $600 million dollar
arena in the Victoria Park neighbourhood in Calgary. CBC News reported that both the
CSEC and the City of Calgary had spent $20 - $25 million on this deal so far—so what on
earth happened?
City Manager Dave Duckworth cited “unresolved issues” between the parties that led to the
downfall of the agreement. Allegedly, these issues may have been related to an additional $16.1
million in costs on the project. The City of Calgary asked the CSEC to pay for $9.7 million of the
costs and the city would pay the rest. However, the CSEC had already agreed to pay $12.5
million in additional costs last year.
$9.7 million makes up 1.62% of the project’s entire budget – when considering last year’s
additional costs, the increase still only amounts to 3.7% of the project. So why would the CSEC
cancel a $600 million dollar project that has been greatly anticipated over a small increase?
CBC News reports that the CSEC CEO John Bean stated the “corporation was unwilling to take
on additional risk and rising costs… related to surrounding sidewalks and climate change
initiatives” but was not “looking for a way out.”
Media organization Flames Nation cites the pandemic for the death of the deal. Perhaps the risks
associated with COVID-19 variants and empty seats led the CSEC to feel the project was too
expensive to take on.
At any rate, the deal is six feet under, meaning the Calgary Flames will not be playing in a new
building by the 2024-2025 season, and will be playing in the Saddledome, which needs nearly
$50 million in repairs. So, the City will need to create a new plan. Knowing municipal
bureaucracy, maybe we’ll have a new deal in 20 years.
For more info: https://flamesnation.ca/2022/01/03/calgary-flames-arena-deal-dead/ https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/calgarynew-arena-deal-terminated-1.6302872
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LET’S GO CANADA… ALL THE WAY TO THE FIFA
WORLD CUP!
By: Sabrina Kuckertz (1L)
Let me start with a disclaimer: I played
soccer from three years old until a torn
ACL benched me a couple Januarys
ago. However, when it comes to
following professional soccer, I’m very
much a ‘tournament fan’. I watch the
World Cup and the Euros faithfully
when they’re on, but my brain is not
built to retain statistics or rankings. So, if
you’re looking for a detailed explanation
of how the World Cup and its qualifiers
work, or you already have in-depth
knowledge of international professional
soccer, please read a different article or
take what I say with a few hefty grains
of salt!
For those of you still with me, the big
news in the Canadian soccer world is
that our national men’s team has a great
shot at qualifying for the 2022 FIFA
World Cup taking place in Qatar this
upcoming November. Please note that I
do specify it’s the Canadian men’s
team, as the Canadian women’s team
qualified for the last seven straight FIFA
Women’s World Cups and were the
2020 Olympic Gold Medalists to boot.
By contrast, our men’s team hasn’t
qualified for the FIFA World Cup since
1986.
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However, this is all set to change with
the fresh young talent now making its
way onto the pitch. One star in
particular is Alphonso Davies, who was
raised in Edmonton and acts as our
claim to fame in the professional
soccer world. At 21 years-old, his
accolades are already impressive,
including winning the Champions
League in 2019 and being the first
soccer
player
to
become
an
ambassador for the UNHRC. There are
few limits on where his career will go.
If you take nothing else from this
article, remember the name Alphonso
Davies and give him a quick google
between classes.
Alongside Alphonso Davies is fellow
21-year-old Jonathan David, who is
currently the highest scorer in France.
Unsurprisingly, the major European
clubs are all vying for his signature
come summer. At the helm of the
Canadian men’s team is head coach
John Herdman. Those with sharp eyes
might recognize him as the former
head coach of the Canadian women’s
team. (In my opinion, he also looks a
little like Coach Joe from the 2002
movie Bend it Like Beckham, but that’s
neither here nor there.)
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When John Herdman was hired in
2018, the Canadian men’s team
ranked 94th in the world. As of today,
they are ranked 40th and just won
FIFA’s 2021 “Most Improved Side”
award.
Canada’s massive jump in rankings is
in large part due to our current first
place standing in the CONCACAF
region’s final round of World Cup
qualifiers. For those of you who do not
follow sports or major local events,
Canada’s latest games in this
qualifying round were played here in
Edmonton on November 12th and
16th. Canada won against both Costa
Rica and Mexico, the latter of which
was a major victory in particular.
An unofficial delegation of law
students attended the November 12th
game and there were many who also
attended November 16th’s game. The
dump of snow we received the
morning
of
the
16th
got
Commonwealth dubbed the “Iceteca”
(a tongue-in-cheek reference to
Estadio Azteca in Mexico City, for
those who don’t know). Both games
got heated between the teams, which
made the taste of Canadian victory
ever so much sweeter in the end. If I
had to choose my two favourite
memories, they both come from the
Mexico game: 1) Sam Adekugbe’s
celebratory jump into a snowbank
following Cyle Larin’s second goal and
2) the Mexican team throwing
snowballs at one another during
warm-up.
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SPORTS

So where do we go from here? Well, Canada has successfully won 8 matches and have
six left to play. While we currently sit on top of the table with 16 points, USA, Mexico,
and Panama are close behind. Since only the top three teams are guaranteed spots in
the 2022 FIFA World Cup, there is still much of the round to play. That said, we have
momentum going into the next matches, the first of which are scheduled for the end of
January. So all that’s left to say is… GO CANADA GO!!!

Canons of Construction
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DIS-BARRED
By: Kiana Smith (2L)
A new year of Canons means a new segment. Dis-Barred is where you can find a crafty
modified cocktail/mocktail recipe that suits the monthly mood. Whether you plan on
socializing with friends and family or just at home with your dog, we’ve got you
covered. All cocktails are named by the two students operating the speakeasy under
the law library.

JANUARY: FREEHOLD-FASHIONED FIZZ
To warm your soul and reminisce about all of the good times at Blackacre.

Ingredients: One Serving
(2 oz bourbon)
2 oz apple cider syrup
½ oz freshly squeezed lemon juice
4 oz sparkling wine OR 4 oz
sparkling water and a splash of
apple cider
cranberries for garnish
ice
For apple cider syrup:
4 cups apple cider
¾ cup brown sugar
2 cinnamon sticks
1 vanilla bean, split in half

Instructions:
1.
Apple cider syrup: combine apple
cider, cinnamon sticks and vanilla in a
medium saucepan over medium-low
heat. Simmer until reduced to 1 ½
cups. Stir in brown sugar and allow to
cool to room temperature. Save
excess in fridge for future use.
2. Cocktail: Combine bourbon, apple
cider syrup, lemon juice and a bit of
ice. Shake and strain into a glass with
ice. Top with sparkling wine and
garnish with cranberries.
3. Mocktail: Omit bourbon. Combine
apple cider syrup, lemon juice and a
bit of ice. Shake and strain into a glass
with ice. Top with sparkling water and
a splash of apple cider. Garnish with
cranberries.
Less punny original recipe can be
found here:
https://somuchfoodblog.com/bourbo
n-apple-cider-fizz-cocktail/
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FEBRUARY: COSIGN-MOPOLITAN
Marvin Gaye was right—it takes two.

Ingredients: One Serving
(1.5 oz vodka)
3 oz cranberry juice
1 oz freshly squeezed lime juice
2 oz sparkling water
(½ oz Grand Marnier or Cointreau)
OR 1 oz freshly squeezed orange
juice
white sugar
ice

Instructions:
1. Cocktail: Combine all ingredients
with ice, shake gently, pour into a
martini glass rimmed with sugar.
Garnish with an orange zest twist.

2. Mocktail: Omit vodka. Substitute
orange liqueur for orange juice.
Combine remaining ingredients with
ice, shake gently, and pour into a
martini glass rimmed with sugar.
Garnish with an orange zest twist.
Less punny original recipes can be
found here:
https://mindfulmocktail.com/virgincosmopolitan/ &
https://www.inspiredtaste.net/19420/
perfect-cosmopolitan-cocktailrecipe/

Canons of Construction
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TOP MUSIC OF 2021
By: Rebecca Zhang (3L)

TOP ALBUMS:
1. Spellling - The Turning Wheel: Spellling takes the top spot with
her quirky blend of orchestral and electronic production. Her creative
take on art pop creates one of the most unique albums of the year
and keeps the listener guessing what will come next. Her voice may
be unconventional sounding, but give her a try and let yourself get
lost in Spellling’s lush world.
2. St. Vincent - Daddy’s Home: In the mood for a classy “black
mascara streaming down your face with a bottle of alcohol in your
hand” type of meltdown? Look no further than this album. With a
modern take on soul influenced pop and gospel accompaniment, St.
Vincent brings back the classic vintage vibes of the ‘70s. The album
keeps the listener on their toes while exploring a range of genuine
emotional issues.
3. LUMP - Animal: As a side project of singer-songwriter Laura
Marling, LUMP brings a fun and unique twist on indie pop. Although
LUMP doesn’t take itself too seriously on this album, it still manages to
explore themes of human desire and connection with interesting
production. If you’re looking to have a little toned-down bedroom
dance party then this is the album for you.
4. Magdalena Bay - Mercurial World: A mix of upbeat and sad girl
electro-pop music for people who are too cool for EDM. If you like
the upbeat, hype atmosphere of electronic music but are looking for
something more low-key to enjoy at home, this is the album for you.
Now you can experience “crying at the club” from the comfort of
your own home.
5. Parannoul - Downfall of the Neon Youth: No list would be
complete without a healthy dose of “I never grew out of my hot topic
phase” angst. Although the songs are in Korean, Parannoul’s
expressive vocals and moody instrumentals help the listener feel
every emotion that the singer’s trying to convey, making it a highly
cathartic experience.
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6. JPEGMAFIA - LP! (Offline Version): A fun little goodie bag filled
with a mix of assorted hip hop songs. JPEGMAFIA brings a fresh twist
to hip hop music and mixes different genres in with it. There’s enough
variety in this album that any fan of hip hop music will be entertained
and be able to find something special in it.
7. Billie Eilish - Happier Than Ever: Billie returns with a more mature
sound and shows us that she’s more than just a “whisper singer”. With
catchy melodies and a good variety of songs, the album is a fun and
moody listen all the way through. Don’t let the overplayed radio
singles turn you away from giving the album an honest try, it’s
definitely worth a listen.
8. Turnstile - GLOW ON: Don’t let the pleasant pink album cover
with fluffy clouds fool you; the punk and post-hardcore sounds on
the album are far from relaxing. If you’re angry and in the mood to
smash some objects, maybe you should give this album a listen
instead. Filled with interesting and unique instrumentals, the album
will keep you hooked and also help you release your pent-up anger.
9. Converge & Chelsea Wolfe - Bloodmoon I: Another heavy
album, but this time for fans of metal. The crisp and angelic vocals of
Chelsea Wolfe collaborate with the gritty screaming vocals of
Converge to give the listener an interesting listening experience. If
you’re looking for an atmospheric experience and pretty vocals
against harsh instrumentals then give this album a try.
10. Poppy - Flux: Internet persona turned musician, Poppy
experiments with alternative rock and metal sounds to bring together
a solid album. Although she follows a familiar and formulaic approach
to the genres, Poppy’s quirky characteristics bring a unique and fresh
sound to the album overall.

Honorable Mentions:
Snail Mail - Valentine: Going through heartbreak and need some relatable comfort? Snail Mail explores the
emotional depths of heartbreak and love on this album in a deeply moving way.
Genesis Owusu - Smiling With No Teeth: Genesis Owusu puts an experimental twist on R&B and soul,
creating a unique and fun listening experience. If you’re in the mood for some silly and entertaining yet
catchy songs, give this album a listen.
Crumb - Ice Melt: For days when you’re feeling just a little melancholy and want to lay in bed and feel
nothing, throw this psychedelic indie pop album on and let yourself feel numb and relaxed.
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TOP SINGLES:
1. “Atlantic” - The Weather Station
2. “Forever (Sailing)” - Snail Mail
3. “Signal From The Noise” - BADBADNOTGOOD
4. “Amoeba” - Clairo
5. “Lipstick on the Glass” - Wolf Alice
6. “Man is Like a Spring Flower” - Lingua Ignota
7. “Good 4 U” - Olivia Rodrigo
8. “International rovert” - Little Simz
9. “Paprika” - Japanese Breakfast
10. “Ascending Forth” - Black Midi

scan to listen

Canons of Construction
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We help Alberta lawyers, articling students, law students and their
dependent families, based on these cornerstone principles:
CONFIDENTIAL - COUNSELLING - COMMUNITY - CONNECTION
COUNTERING STIGMA - COMPASSIONATE - COMMITTED TO
SUPPORTING YOU WITH DIGNITY AND HOPE
Our program includes:
Four sessions of professional counselling per person, per issue, per
year (1-877-498-6898 to book)
24/7 crisis counselling (1-877-498-6898 and press 0 to be connected to
the psychologist on call)
Peer support from a lawyer who has been through, or has insight into,
an issue you are experiencing (1-877-737-5508)
Community activities to combat isolation and loneliness, which are
precursors to depression

Canons of Construction
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LAW SCHOOL
SURVIVAL GUIDE
By: Eileen Lesko (Assist)
It is January already, and how are you feeling?
And why am I asking?
As you may have heard, at Assist (Alberta
Lawyers’ Assistance Society), we care about how
you are doing and whether you need support to
get through your semester, your year or your
career. We provide professional counselling
services to Alberta lawyers, articling students,
law students and dependent members of their
families, as well as peer support, education and
awareness activities, and build community.
If you are feeling overwhelmed, depressed,
anxious, stressed or distressed, you are not
alone. Many law students experience these
emotions, especially late in the semester. You
don’t have to be stoic or try to replace your
feelings with what you perceive as more sociallyacceptable feelings—you can contact Assist to
access counselling services (1-877-498-6898) or
to be connected with a volunteer lawyer who
can provide peer support (1-877-737-5508).
Law school is a tough and gruelling experience.
We all know this anecdotally, but did you know
that researchers have been studying law
students and stress for decades?
Why do well-being researchers study law
students?
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No, this isn’t a setup to a joke about there
being more law students than lab rats or
any other potential punchline for that
matter. In studies going back to the 1980s,
law students were identified as a population
which
encountered
high
levels
of
depression. I graduated from law school in
1986—a long time ago—when we didn’t talk
about law student mental health, and no
one told us that we were part of a
population at high risk for distress.
Instead, many of us thought we were going
crazy and that we were the only ones, and
since we had no context that we were
encountering a depression tsunami, we
each hid our distress as we didn’t want our
“normal” peers to know we were struggling.
Understanding that you are part of a
population experiencing stress and distress
is an important first step in making law
school a healthier experience.
As law students, you are pressed for time, so
I am not going to delve into research in
great detail, except for two concepts. First,
law students frequently begin law school
with internal motivation—a desire to help
people or to improve our justice system.
However, during the course of first year, as
law students learn to “think like lawyers” and
their motivation shifts to “appearance
values:” grades, Dean’s List, Law Review,
obtaining interviews and obtaining offers for
coveted first year summer student positions.
At the same time, the rate of depression
increases from about societal norms
(around 7%) almost four-fold to 27%.
Correlation is not causation—there may be
two distinctive forces at play.
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Now that we have the theory underway, here
is how it applies to you:
You are going through a very stressful
experience
You are not alone
There are actions you can take to reduce
distress.
First, remember that you have access to
confidential professional counselling through
Assist, including 24/7 crisis support with a
senior registered psychologist. All you have to
do is call 1-877-498-6898 during business
days to schedule an appointment, or call that
same number, 1-877-498-6898 for crisis
counselling and following the prompts, or you
can call 1-877-737-5508 to arrange peer
support.

And finally, to thine own self be true.
Remember why you applied to law school. Be
aware that you are being exposed to some
paths to success that involve outward
achievements and “appearance values” but
you don’t have to follow those paths. Law has
diverse opportunities—you don’t have to do
what everyone else is doing and you can set
the values with which you will approach the
practice of law.
As you head into the new semester,
remember that Assist is here for you. Watch
out for announcements on ASSIST activities,
like our Gold Mug Coffee Circles, in your
faculty emails. It’s a busy time, but we can talk
about career issues as a break or we can talk
about sure fire study strategies—and how to
keep exams and results in the context of a
career.

Secondly, while studying long and hard is
important to law school success, taking care of
yourself is essential to your ability to withstand
the challenges. Getting enough sleep, eating
healthy food, engaging in moderate physical
exercise, and spending time with people who
care promote well-being.

To register for our Gold Mug
Coffee Circles, please email our
program:
manager@lawyersassist.ca
On behalf of Canons Thanks to ASSIST for sharing
this information
and for always looking out
for us!
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AND THE OSCAR GOES TO...
By: Austin Leask (1L)
My Infallible Methodology:
There are dozens of films with the potential to be nominated at the Academy Awards
this year, and no-one has the time to watch everything when there are readings and
papers due. I'm making predictions with my patented system so you don't have to.
Since an Oscar win can greatly increase the revenue of a film, there is an immense
amount of lobbying that studios perform to convince academy voters to nominate their
film. You can narrow it down to less than a dozen films in the major categories just by
looking at what is getting a lot of marketing attention online. What sets my system apart
from others is that I use my mother Bonnie to make difficult selections. She doesn’t
really like movies or watch them on a regular basis, but she does have a knack for
picking critical darlings. Bonnie hasn’t stayed awake for the entirety of a movie in living
memory. If she’s not snoring through a significant chunk of a film then it's usually
something exceptional.

Best Actor:
Likely nominated, but not winning will
be Timothy Chalamet’s performance of
everyone’s favourite space twink Paul
Atreides in Dune, and Andrew Garfield
in Tick Tick… Boom. Both films were
doomed in my system as sweeping
theatrical shots of sand, and Andrew
Garfield crooning both put Bonnie to
sleep immediately. Garfield is
particularly charming in his venture,
playing the role of Jonathan Larson like
a love letter to all of the people who
have worked to make modern stage
musicals relevant.
The likely winner is Benedict
Cumberbatch in The Power of the Dog.
Benedict’s portrayal of a grieving
rancher is done with such a raw edge
that it's almost physically uncomfortable
watching him on screen.
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His presence weighs so heavily on the
film that even the small, tender
moments amongst the supporting cast
are mired by the impending doom of his
return to the story. As the only
performance in this category that
Bonnie watched past the opening act,
it’s almost a guaranteed win.
Other nominations/potential winners
whose performances I was not able to
access are Will Smith in King Richard,
and Denzel Washington in The Tragedy
of Macbeth. Will Smith has been lauded
for his work this year and from online
reviews would also be a shoe-in for best
actor.

Best Actress:
Biopics are going to dominate this
category. Lady Gaga in House of Gucci
and Kirsten Stewart in Spencer are
basically guaranteed a nomination.
Gaga’s portrayal of Patrizia Gucci is
hampered by the uneven tone and
pacing of the film, as well as sharing the
screen with the unhinged performance
of Jared Leto who isn’t just chewing the
scenery, but is shovelling it into his
mouth with both hands. Gaga shines
whenever she is given the chance to
portray an actual person instead of a
caricature of an Italian social climber.
She’s the most authentic in the first act,
which is as much as Bonnie saw before
sleeping through the rest of it. With a
performance set back by Ridley Scott’s
shaky hands as a director she will be
nominated, but not win.
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If Kristen Stewart doesn’t win this
category, I will be devastated. She is
an icon, and I need the general public
to acknowledge that she is one of the
greatest actresses of our generation.
In this surprisingly ghost heavy film,
she matches the surreal tone without
falling into melodrama. The scene of
her eating her pearls will be studied in
future film classes if there is any justice
in the world. Bonnie made it an hour
into it, which was likely aided by her
pre-existing love for Princess Diana
and my insistence that the movie was
going to be great. Ultimately, my
mother stayed awake the longest for
Spencer, so the award is going to
Kristen Stewart.
Other performances making an impact
online are Rachel Zegler in West Side
Story and Alana Haim in Liquorice
Pizza. Zegler is well deserving,
especially considering this was her
debut performance. The only reason
she is unlikely to take the prize is
because there is a recent trend where
more seasoned actresses are favoured
by academy voters.
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Best Screenplay:
I can’t provide any commentary on this
category because I know nothing about
screenplays. I fully believe they just write
down all of the biggest movies of the
year with an original screenplay on a
piece of paper, then drop them in a hat
and pick one. It could be any film that
takes this prize home. I have no idea how
you judge a screenplay.

Best Director:
This award almost always goes to a well
established director in the Hollywood
system. There are three directors that
had exceptional work this year that have
also previously won or been nominated
in this category. Jane Campion for The
Power of the Dog, Stephen Speilberg for
West Side Story, and Dennis Villenueve
for Dune.
Jane Campion’s The Power of the Dog
feels purposeful and focused. All of the
individual elements of the film line up, the
cinematography is beautiful, the editing
is crisp, and actors are at the top of their
game. There is a confident hand on the
wheel and you can see that influence on
everything. It’s a chef’s kiss of a film.
Everything just works and that wouldn’t
have happened without Campion’s
steadfast direction.
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Dune is a challenging film to make
because the source material is unruly
and there is a world of lore–like many
other sci-fi and fantasy genre films–
and world building must be shared
without the use of inner dialogue or
exposition dumps. Villenueve is
concise in what he includes within the
film, cutting out unnecessary details,
and relying on carefully crafted
character moments that allow for
world building without relying on
heavy exposition. This movie is also
just stunning. Villeneuve has a knack
for creating these visual masterpieces
and on that alone he kind of deserves
to be rewarded for it.
Speilberg did a phenomenal job with
West Side Story. His work has a natural
flow to it that compliments adapting a
musical to the screen. He clearly pays
homage to the original film and the
stage musical, but he makes necessary
changes that better reflect the core
themes of the story and the audience
that will be consuming it. Speilberg
made accurate casting choices and
gave the women in the film more to
do. Maria and Anita both feel fully
realised as characters. It’s clear that he
worked closely with the technical
team of the film to produce something
that has the kinetic energy required to
make a musical something special.
There isn’t a clear front runner out of
these directors so I’ll use my mom as a
tiebreaker. Bonnie stayed awake for
the longest in The Power of the Dog
so my money is on Jane Campion.
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Best Picture:
This is the biggest award of the night. Extra attention is on it after the Faye Dunaway
fiasco. The clearest front runner is The Power of the Dog. Neither myself, nor my mother
even like Westerns, but this movie is basically perfect as noted above. Plus, it has Kirsten
Dunst in it, and that alone makes it better than every other movie this year. She is a
national treasure, as is this film. I would be excited by an upset from Encanto, which
more than lives up to its name. An animated film has never won this category, but the
amount of positive support online would suggest it might snag at least a nomination.
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BEST SHOW TO WATCH IF…
By: Devyn Kim (3L) and Alexis Neuman (3L)
Though winter break is over and embarking on another semester may fill you with a
sense of dread, we at Canons are here to remind you to take care of yourself. One of
the best ways to do this is through turning your mind off and watching some television…
I mean you likely have done enough reading already! Read on to see some of our
suggestions for the best shows to watch this semester when you need a brain break
regardless of your mood.

Best Show to Watch If…

you want to feel better about your life: 90 Day Fiance + Shameless

Best Show to Watch If…

you want to consider other careers: Selling Sunset + Selling Tampa
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Best Show to Watch If…

you want to identify if you are in a toxic workplace: Selling Sunset + Selling
Tampa

Best Show to Watch If…

you want to feel like a pre-law again: Suits

Best Show to Watch If…

your semester abroad got canceled: Emily in Paris
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Best Show to Watch If…

you liked the original Star Wars films but wish the last two did not exist:
The Mandalorian + Book of Boba Fett

Best Show to Watch If…

you watched Spiderman: No Way Home but then realized you need to see all
the television series to have it make sense: WandaVision + The Falcon and The
Winter Soldier + Loki + Hawkeye + Daredevil

Best Show to Watch If…

you want to watch a mindless, feel good show to zone out to: Superstore
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Best Show to Watch If…

you are in the mood for a show that is the perfect blend of murder & comedy:
Only Murders in the Building

Best Show to Watch If…

you want to learn how to plan the perfect heist & brush up on your Spanish:
Money Heist

Best Show to Watch If…

you wished the Breakfast Club had a little more mystery in it: One of Us is Lying
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Best Show to Watch If…

you have ever had the urge to drop everything and start a new life as a ranch
hand on the largest ranch in the United States: Yellowstone

Best Show to Watch If…

you have a thing for accents and prefer the 1920’s to the 2020’s: Peaky Blinders

Best Show to Watch If…

you wonder what being a member of an uber-rich family is like: Succession
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Best Show to Watch If…

you 100% would win any reality competition that involves lying and
manipulating others: Survivor
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VALENTINE'S WORD SEARCH
By: Cailey Severson (3L)
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BETTING ON THE BACHELOR
By: Devyn Kim (3L) & Alexis Neuman (3L)
Introduction
With the ringing in of 2022 comes another season of the Bachelor and the predictions
that run alongside it! Though it is a mere 3 weeks since the last season ended, the
producers of the Bachelor have blessed us with the opportunity to join another journey
towards true love.
In an arguably questionable choice, this season’s main character is Clayton Echard former football player (a term used loosely, he only played for 2 months with the Seattle
Seahawks) - and current medical sales representative. Clayton didn’t make a huge
splash on Michelle’s season of the Bachelorette but he did cry when getting dumped,
which is always good for television.
Disclaimer: As always, this article comes out after the first episode airs. Therefore, we
fully accept that we will most likely be wrong on every level.
I’m Not the Drama
Every edition of our Bachelor
predictions
utilize
the
highest
standards of scientific research, aka
we look at ABC’s website and judge
contestants based on their photos,
occupations and bios. This doesn’t
give us a lot to work off of, but Salley’s
profile
was
a
goldmine.
Her
occupation was listed as “Previously
Engaged,” even though to the best of
my knowledge, has a real job. Given
there is no mention of a dead fiance,
we think this interesting choice of
occupation surely means Salley will
bring the drama this season.
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Alongside Salley we also think Kate will
bring the signature Bachelor drama we
have come to expect. Kate’s bio lists
her occupation as a real estate agent at
one of Los Angeles’ “top real estate
firms”. Rumor has it that the “top real
estate firm” that Kate works for is the
Oppenheim Group - the brokerage
featured in Netflix’s popular show,
Selling Sunset. Therefore, based on the
fact that Selling Sunset features more
drama than the actual selling of real
estate, we expect Kate to bring the
same “energy” to the Bachelor
mansion (and maybe some publicity
for her brokerage).
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Well That’s An Entrance!
There are a total of 31 women on
Clayton’s season. With so many
matches competing for Clayton’s
attention, we are sure a few will try
and gain the upper hand through
creating the most dramatic entrances
possible.
Our first pick to dress up is Claire, a
spray tanner from Virginia Beach.
Though Clarie seems sweet, we
expect the Bachelor producers to
convince her to carry one of those
spray tan machines and try to give
Clayton that beachy-glow. Our other
pick for the contestant who is going to
show up in a costume is Sarah. Her bio
lists that she thinks Wonder Woman “is
a badass”. Therefore, we fully expect
her to dress up as Wonder Woman on
the first night in order to make a lasting
impression on Clayton.

First Impression Rose:

Our first pick for the first impression
rose is Eliza. Having grown up in
Germany, we think Clayton may be
instantly attracted to Eliza’s globe
trotting ways and drive to have a
career. Though these are benefits at
the beginning of the season, they may
also prove detrimental to Eliza’s overall
chances of winning, as neither she nor
Clayton
will
compromise
their
lifestyles of each other to make it last
long term.

Our other pick for the first impression
rose is Kira. Kira is a doctor with a
bachelor's degree from Harvard, a
MBA
from
the
University
of
Pennsylvania and her medical degree
from UNC-Chapel Hill. Therefore,
there is no doubt that Kira is
“ambitious and wildly accomplished”.
These traits may stand out to Clayton
on the first night as he is also someone
who appears to be pretty career
driven. In fact, Clayton’s bio states that
he is looking to pursue his own MBA
(maybe Kira can give him some
helpful tips??). Overall, Kira is a
refreshing change from the usual
contestants that ABC casts - she
seems to be genuinely looking for a
relationship rather than just some
more instagram followers.
Canons of Construction
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Final Four: Hometown Dates
“Thanks, But No Thanks” Won’t
Make it Past the First Night:
Sadly with so many women on
Clayton’s season night one will surely
have numerous eliminations of women
we did not even realize were on the
show to begin with. One of our picks
for going home the first night is Mara.
Mara’s biography was fairly generic,
and in our experience, generic profiles
do not last long. Mara is also on the
older end of the spectrum of
contestants, though only 4 years older
than Clayton, making her an outsider
from the start.

The final four compromises the
powerhouse contestants. Though only
one will be the winner, historically it is
in this final group that we will also find
our next bachelorette – arguably a
better outcome than winning.

Our first pick for the final four is
Rachel, a flight instructor from Florida.
Based on her biography Rachel is fun
without taking herself too seriously,
much like Clayton (she even said she
could live off Flaming Hot Cheetos).
Being a pilot it should also be easy for
her to move if Clayton gives her his
final rose unlike many of the other
contestants that have established
careers, meaning these two might fly
off into the sunset.

Another contestant that we do not see
making it past the first night is Ivana.
Though her bio demonstrates that she
has a great, outgoing personality, we
are unsure if her interests align with
Clayton’s. For instance, Ivana’s bio lists
clubbing, dancing naked in the rain
and owning exotic pets as some of her
interests and ideal dates. Though
Clayton does love dogs, we do not
see
Ivana’s
lifestyle
as
being
compatible with Clayton’s desire for a
quiet homelife (though opposites do
attract). Plus, one of her fun facts is
that she prefers indoor trees … we are
still trying to figure out what this
means.
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Our next pick is Gabby, an ICU Nurse
from Colorado. Gabby fits within the
current trend of Bachelor producers to
recruit medical professionals, there are
7 alone this season. Though this might
pose a barrier to her standing out from
the crowd initially, the fact that she
and Clayton have careers in a similar
field will instantly give them something
to talk about to help grow the
relationship.

Our final pick for the final four is Kate.
She might be viewed as a bit of a
wildcard choice based on our
prediction that she might be a big
cause of drama on the season.
However, we were successful with our
wildcard prediction for Michelle’s
season as she ended up choosing
Nayte in the end. Therefore, we have
hope that Kate will go far in Clayton’s
season as well. Not only does she
have a glamorous job but the rest of
her life is pretty interesting as well. In
fact, her bio states that she once went
on a date with Harry Styles, loves
skydiving, and lives in the Hollywood
Hills. As such, we fully expect Clayton
to be drawn to Kate and her
glamorous lifestyle.

Our third pick is Lindsey D, a 27 yearold neonatal nurse from Florida. Like
Clayton, Lindsey is very familyorientated. Not only did she grow up
in a “loving family” but she also has a
daughter who is her top priority. Given
that Clayton is looking to settle down
and start a family, he might gravitate
towards Lindsey and her family values.
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Our Final Picks:
Alexis: I won’t lie, when Clayton was picked to be the Bachelor I wasn’t thrilled.
Regardless of my feelings, my pick for his Final 1 is Rachel. I like that Rachel showed a
little bit of personality in her biography without being too over-the-top (looking at you
contestants that describe themselves as boujee.) This might just be a winning
combination.
Devyn: Like Alexis, I was not that excited for Clayton’s season of the Bachelor.
However, his season does have some pretty accomplished & successful women on his
season who I am excited to watch. In light of this, my final pick for Clayton is Lindsey.
Not only does she share the same family values as Clayton, but her bio also states that
she likes to have fun in a relationship. Specifically, Clayton better be a good dancer
because Lindsey wants a man who can “keep up with her on the dance floor”. Overall,
Lindsey is giving me Emily Maynard vibes (Bachelorette season 8 and a Bachelor
Nation favourite) and is someone who I can see coming out on top this season.
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LOVE & LAW IN 2022
By: Colleen Copley (1L)

What a year, 2021. There’s nothing to say about the past year without dredging up trite
already-memed twitter quips regarding the dumpster fire that it was.
To help you move on from the questionable chicken that was 2021, I’ve handcrafted (read:
entirely fabricated) these horoscopes just to inject a little bit of light and hope (or not) into
your 2022.
Capricorn: December 22 – January 19

Pisces: February 19 – March 20

You just had your birthday, Capricorn, what
more do you need? Alright, I’ll help you
figure yourself out, stop begging. Not only
do you have incredible ambitions for 2022
(oof) but as long as you commit yourself,
the first part of January and February will
be a breeze. You’re a pretty smart cookie,

Well, we meet again Pisces. I’m not going
to lie, it’s not going to be a great start to the
year, and I’m sorry for that, even though we
have our differences. You have a high
capacity for navigating difficult times
(although you do get grouchy and bark at
your Aries friends, but whatevs). If you stay

and you’re ready to say goodbye to
whatever was holding you back in 2021,
but you gotta keep working on that, Cap.
Perhaps your love life will benefit from
letting go of some judgement and that

focused on the task(s) (or papers, or SLS, or
case briefs) at hand, you should be able to
stay out of trouble, but don’t be all “imma
daydream and pretend I have nothing to
do and still expect results.” I think because

death-grip level of planning you tend to
indulge in.

you’re such a dreamer and a bit of a
wildcard, your love life should be pretty

Aquarius: January 20 - February 18
Oh my lovable lil Aquarius. You always
stand out (and you absolutely shine when
you do), and this year we might need you
more than ever. Your best qualities make us
all look around at the world and think about
what we can fix, because of your influence
(and unrelenting expectation that we will
eventually pay attention to you, because

okay the first few months of the year. Just
remember, you still have to ask for what
you want and need, and stop putting
yourself second.

you’re right, right?!). It’s your birthday(ish),
so enjoy yourself and realize the paper
you’re writing can wait for a day. Focus on
work, school, friends, and changing the
world before worrying about love Aquarius.
You’re busy AF.
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Aries: March 21 – April 19
Aries, you are ready to go this year. We
really have handled ourselves with
resilience and strength in 2021, and 2022
is going to be a year to shine those big,
sheepy horns. You will be ready for
adventure (although stymied by reality) in
the first part of January (because I say
so), and feel like you can tackle any issue
(spotter). Love won’t be quite as easy for
you this year, Aries, so perhaps focus on
all the ways you’re going to outshine
yourself this year and worry about love in
2023.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20
Oh my, Taurus. You’re a little bit of a drama
llama sometimes, even though you would
never admit it. You might struggle this year
– 2021 was hard, and 2022 will have
challenges too. Luckily, when you’re not
indulging in your favourite things to distract
yourself, you are an incredible force - a
hard worker with extraordinary tenacity.
You might have to allow yourself to be
flexible when necessary, but really buckle
down on the school/work aspect of your
life. Sorry, sorry I know this is bad news
(highly questionable, unsolicited advice at
best) but I calls ‘em as I wnt. You’re super in
tune with your mindful side, and you might
actually #manifest some #love this year,
just keep your balanced routine of
meditating and swiping right.
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Gemini: May 21 – June 20
2022 is #twinning for you - some good,
some less good. Try to watch what you say,
Gemini. Sometimes you sound like a real
know-it-all and that puts people off. But
sometimes, you’re actually right, so you
gotta figure out how to get your message
across to the widest audience. As usual,
you’re going to break rules this year, but
let’s make sure you’re actually breaking the
right ones, mmmkay? You are super
curious, so use that curiosity to fuel your
interest in your future school and work
endeavors. 2022 is a hard time for love for
most signs, including you and your celestial
twin flame, so there won’t be a lot of
burning passion for you. You’ll have some
good first dates, though (or decent quiet
nights in with your current). Here’s some
love advice: Open those ear holes and
listen a bit more.

Cancer: June 21 – July 22
Cancer, you are always wearing that big
heart on your sleeve, and sometimes the
less patient signs judge you for it. However,
you are such a hard worker, and if you
throw all that passion and emotional energy
into your school/work life, it will absolutely
bear results (no guarantees, don’t come at

Leo: July 23 – August 22
Roar lil lion. You had a wild last year, but
2022 cannot be avoided, and neither can
you. Perhaps you’re going to shine at Law
Show or finally submit that paper you’ve
been editing for two years for publication.
Either way, you’re going to be much harder
on yourself than anyone else is, because
we’re all terrified of you for the most part
(with love, of course). If you find yourself
being unkind to you, knock it off. You are
the kind of person other people strive to
be, so just be yourself, fluff up that beautiful
mane, and trust that this year will be better
than the last. I predict (with absolutely no
reason to, I’m just pumping up my Leo
friends) you will absolutely have one of the
best years for love you could have - but
you’re going to have to let that guard down
a little to make it happen.

me). The world is a little bruised up after
2021, and we need your big heart energy
to push us all through, but don’t overwhelm
yourself by being all super empathetic and
not taking care of you. You may need to
take a different approach to dates the first
few months of the year - think outside of
netflix and chill and you might just find
some romance.
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Virgo: August 23 – September 22
Virgo, thank you for tracking the COVID
data for us on a daily basis. Thank you for
sharing all your well prepared, brilliant
CAN’s. Thank you for being the most
detailed and dependable study buddy we
could ask for. Truly. But, you need to take
some time to relax and have fun, whatever
that looks like to you. If we’re talking love
this year, you might have to take some risks
or step outside of your comfort zone a little
bit - just a little bit! Risks sometimes pay off,
even though I know you’re rolling your
eyes as you read this. Why don’t you try
pencilling in some spontaneous days and
see how it feels.

Scorpio: October 23 – November 21
Whoa, whoa, whoa Scorpio. You are so
ready to go and leave 2021 behind. It
makes sense, it was … something else. You
laughed, you cried, you argued, and you
felt everything at a 100. Now, you just want
to barrel into 2022 with your middle fingers
in the air, but it may require a bit more tact
than what you’re used to. Love is always
intense for you, but if you find yourself
feeling those butterfly feelings, remember
that you still have readings to do, k? And
you really can’t do everything at once
(even though you think you can), so you
are going to need to be a bit flexible and
prioritize.

Libra: September 23 – October 22
Okay…So…Libra…you’ve tried really hard to
keep the peace in 2021, and I’m going to
say thanks, but also let you off the hook a
little. You may find that there just isn’t
energy or time to worry about making sure
everyone around is keeping their heads on
straight. The world is a crazy place, and
sometimes you just need to focus on you. It
may even be too wild a time for love to
flourish for the first few months, so why
don’t you just let the rest of us fight it out
over things we cannot change while you
show us all how much smarter you are by
focusing on law school, self-care, and
making the very best playlists to share with
friends when we’ve burnt ourselves out.
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Sagittarius: November 22 – December 21
Ready to get off the roller coaster from last
year? Too bad - you’re always going to pick
the biggest, most loopdy-loop roller
coaster you can find, and you’re going to
ride it with ease (making the rest of us look
like squares and infants). You love to think
about yourself and your place in the world
and get all deep on us, so 2022 will have a
lot more of that. You are going to continue
to have an easy time with love this year
because everyone loves you - it’s quite a
simple formula.
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